Abstract. In this series of papers, many results of Fourier analysis which are known for L p (1 < p < oo) , C (the space of continuous functions) and other Banach spaces of functions have been generalized to locally convex spaces of distributions. Also, in this paper, the (C, l)-complementary space E? of a locally convex space of distributions E is defined and it is shown that Ef , as a subspace of E* with strong* topology, is a locally convex space of distributions.
Introduction
The rich structure of Banach spaces (or even of Frechet spaces) does not allow us to see clearly on exactly which of their properties a certain result of Fourier analysis depends. In this paper we try to free earlier research from the restriction of considering only Banach or Frechet spaces and discuss the basic problems of Fourier analysis in a natural broad setting of locally convex spaces of distributions (LCD-space).
In Section 2, we define LCD-spaces and state some useful results dealing with LCD-spaces. In Section 3, we show that, if E is a homogeneous LCDspace having the convex compactness property, then a n f -• / in E for each / in E, as n -• oo. Also, in this case, E and E* are convolutable LCD-spaces with respect to Radon measures. In Section 4, a relationship between convolution and translation operators is established.
If E is an LCD-space and C°° is not dense in E, E* will not be an LCD-space. To overcome this difficulty, we define the (C, l)-complementary space E' of E in Section 5 and show that E' is also an LCD-space with the relative topology induced on it by the strong* topology of E*. Further if E is barrelled, then E' will be convolutable also.
Definitions, notations and preliminary results
We refer to [2] and [17] for all the standard definitions, notations and assumptions. All our functions and distributions are assumed to be defined on the circle group T. Integrals with unspecified limits are assumed to be taken over T. The space of all complex regular Borel measures on T will be denoted by M which can also be identified with the dual space of C. B will denote the space of all bounded Borel functions with sup norm. By D we shall denote the space of all distributions on T. Every locally convex space is assumed to be Hausdorff. If E is a locally convex space, cr(E*, E) and (3(E*, E) respectively denote the weak* and the strong* topology on its dual E*. 
(t) = u(-t) for all t in T.
Throughout this paper E, if not specified, will denote an LCD-space and E* will denote its topological dual.
It can be easily checked that L p (l < p < oo), C, M and C°° as defined in [2] are LCD-spaces and so are Banach spaces of distributions (BD-spaces) and Frechet spaces of distributions (FD-spaces) as defined in [14] and [12] respectively. By [13, Th. 3 
.1], (D,(3(D,C°°))
is an LCD-space and, by [17, Ex. 10-1-106 ] it is not an FD-space.
Homogeneous Banach subspaces of L 1 , defined on the circle group T, are discussed in [6] and many results of Fourier analysis on these spaces are generalized to homogeneous Banach spaces of distributions in [5] , [14] and [15] and to homogeneous Frechet spaces of distributions in [12] . Homogeneous BK-spaces are defined and discussed in [4] . Homogeneous Banach spaces are also discussed in [16] . We define homogeneous LCD-spaces as follows.
DEFINITION.
An LCD-space E is said to be homogeneous if x -• T x f is continuous from T to E for each / € E. R. P. Sinha [13] 
Proof. From the hypothesis, lim n ->oo F(cr n f) exists for every F in E*. Since (T n f 6 E for each n, and since E is weakly sequentially complete, there exists h in E such that
71->00
Now, replacing F by in the above equality, we obtain f(k) = h(k) for each k in Z (the set of integers). Hence f = h € E. m
LCD-spaces having C°° as a dense subset
A locally convex space E is said to have the convex compactness property if, for each compact set K C E, the absolutely convex closure of K is also compact or, equivalently, is complete (see [17, p. 134 ] ). Making minor changes in the proof of Lemma 2.2 of [6] , the following result can be easily proved.
THEOREM. Let E be an LCD-space having the convex compactness property, ip a continuous E-valued function on T and {K n } a summability kernel (approximate identity), then
where the integral is taken over T.
THEOREM. Let E be a homogeneous LCD-space having the convex compactness property. Then, for each f € E, a n f -• / in E as n -> oo; and hence, C°° is dense in E.

Proof. Since E is homogeneous, t -* T t f is a continuous E-valued function on T.
By [1, 8.14.3] , the vector valued integral \e k {t)T t fdt is defined in E for each k e Z, where efc(i) = e xkt for each t in T. Now, for each n 6 Z,
So, for each nonnegative integer n,
where {K n } is the Fejer's kernel. Now, by Theorem 3.1, a n f -> / in ¿2 as n -> oo. VueC, and ||H|i = Im'I(T).
Let / be in E . Define ip(t) = T t f Vi G T. Since E is homogeneous, ip is continuous on T. Now, by [1, 8.14.3] , the vector valued integral \ Ttfdn'(t)
exists in E.
According to 2.4, e_fc 6 E* for each integer k. Therefore, for each integer k,
which shows that
f)dn'(t).
Hence fi* f e E whenever / € E. An LCD-space E is said to be convolutable (with respect to M) if n*f € E for each /x in M and each / in E.
By Theorem 3.4, we can claim that every homogeneous LCD-space having the convex compactness property is convolutable (w.r.t. M). The following theorem claims that (E*, strong*) is also a convolutable LCD-space if C°° is dense in E, and hence, if E is a homogeneous LCD-space having the convex compactness property. 
Hence G = /x * F as (E*, strong*) is an LCD-space, m
Convolutions and translations
, then it is shown in [2, Vol. I, 3.1.9] that g * f is the limit in E of finite linear combinations of translates of /. In this section we extend this result to homogeneous LCD-spaces having the convex compactness property. To do this, first we prove a generalization of Theorem 11. Since I is translation invariant, (4.2) F(Ttg) = 0 for each g G I and each t G T.
Since C°° is dense in E, F * g v G C and F * g v (t) = F(Ttg) for g G E and t G T by 2.6. So, define hg{t) = F * g v (t)) = F(Ttg) for g G E and t G T. Then,
3) hg{n)=g(-n)F(e-").
Now, using (4.2) and (4.3) we obtain that F(en) = 0 whenever g G I and g{n) 0. Therefore, F(en) = 0 for all n G Z \ Zi. On the other hand, by Corollary 2.7,
Since Zj D Z/ and F(e n ) = 0 for all n € Z \ Z/, it follows from (4.4) that F(f) = 0, which contradicts the intial assumption that F(f) = 1. Hence f el. m
THEOREM. Let E be a homogeneous LCD-space having the convex compactness property. Let f € E and /I € M. Then fj,* f is a limit in E of the set of all finite linear combinations of translates of f.
Proof. Let Vf denote the closed linear subspace of E generated by {T a f \ a £ T}. That is, V/ is the closure in E of the set of all finite linear combinations of translates of /. It is obviously a translation invariant closed linear subspace of E. Let n € Zy f . Then /(n) = 0 and (/i*/) v (n) = /t(n)/(n) = 0. This shows that n e Z^f-Hence Zy f C Z^f-By 3.2, C°° is dense in E; and hence, by 4.2, pi * / € Vy. 
REMARK. If J is a topology on E*, then by (E',3) we shall mean E'
with the relative topology induced on it by X
THEOREM. IfE is an LCD-space, then (E', (3(E*, E)) is also an LCDspace.
Proof. By the definition of an LCD-space, the inclusion map i : C°° -> E is continuous. The dual operator i' maps E* into D\ where, for F € E*, i'(F) is defined by i'(F)(u) = F(iu) = F(u) for all u E C°°. By [17, 11-1-6], i' is continuous from (E*,a(E*,E)) to (D,a(D,C°°)) and hence, from (E',f3(E\E))
to (D,a(D,C°°) ).
In particular, F\(a n f) = Ffanf) for all / in E and for all nonnegative integers n. Hence, by the definition of EF\ = F 2 
. Therefore (E',(3(E*,E))
is continuously embedded into D. Then, {PB-\B is a bounded subset of E} is a family of invariant seminorms on E' that generates the relative topology on E' induced by /3(E*,E).
If we set Tf = / v and T*F = F v for / in E and F in E*, then the map T* is dual to the map T. Therefore, by [17, 11-1-6] , T* is continuous from (E*, weak*) to (E*, weak*) and hence from (E*, strong*) to (E*, strong*) as /? is a Hellinger-Toeplitz topology (see [17,11-2-6 
]). Hence the restriction of T* to (E',(3(E*,E)) is continuous as T*(E') C E'. Thus (E',(3(E*,E)) is an LCD-space, m
THEOREM. Let E be an LCD-space. Then E' = E* if and only if C°° is dense in E.
P r oof. If C°° is dense in E, then by 2.7, E' = E*. Conversely, if E' = E*, then i' in the above theorem is one to one mapping from E* to D. Hence, by [17,11-1-8] , i(C°°) = C°° is dense in E.
• Let E be an LCD-space and F be in E'. Regarding F as a distribution, we obtain F * u(t) = F(T t u v ) for each u € C°° and each t G T [2, Vol. II, 12.6.1]. The following theorem says that F* f can be defined in this way for any / in E if E is barrelled.
THEOREM. Suppose E is a barrelled LCD-space and F € E'. Let gf(t) -F(T t f v ) for each f G E and each t G T . Then g f is a bounded Borel function that generates the distribution F * f. Moreover, there exists a continuous seminorm p on E such that \\F * f \\oo <p(f)
V/€£. Proof. Define g£(t) -F{T t <J n f y ) for every t in T. Now, for every nonnegative integer n, lim T t a n f v = T to a n f v t-»to
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as o-n / v in C°°. Hence lim gf(t) = gf(to).
t->to
Therefore G C for each n. Now, for every t in T,
since F G E'. Therefore g f will be a Borel function. But {T t \ t G T} is an equicontinuous family of operators on E, F G E* and the operation of crescent is continuous on E. So, we can find a continuous seminorm p on E [9, 9.5.3, p. 203] such that
for each t G T and each / G E. Hence g^ is a bounded Borel function and
Now, for every / in E,
Hence {a n F} is weak* bounded in E*. Since E is a barrelled space, {a n F} is an equicontinuous family of continuous linear functionals on E by [17, 9-3-4] . Therefore, arguing just as for gf above, we can find a continuous seminorm q on E such that
K(F*f)(t) = \(°nF*f)(t)\ = \a n F(T t n\ < q(f)
for all / € E, t 6 T, and for all positive integers n; which gives that IKCF*/)||oo = 0(1).
Hence F * / G L°°; and, for a.e. t in T,
as n -> oo. 
Proof. For / € E, x 6 T and any nonnegative integer n, define
and h(x) = (F*mx). Clearly h n is continuous for each n. By 5.6,
for every x; n->oo and, for each n,
where K n is the n-th Fejer's kernel. Using the definition of fi(h) given in 5.7 and the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem, we obtain
That is, lim n * F(a n f) = n* F(f) n->oo for every / in E. Hence (j,* F € E'. Now, using Theorem 5.5 and the fact that / -• / v is continuous on E, we can claim the existence of a continuous seminorm p on E such that
Hence, for every / in E,
• 5.9. THEOREM. Let E be a barrelled LCD-space. Then E' is a closed subspace of(E*,P(E*,E)).
Proof. Let {F a be a Cauchy net in E' converging to F in (E*,(3(E*,E)) and let / 6 E. Since {T x \ x 6 T} is an equicontinuous family, {T x f \ x e T} is a bounded subset of E (see [ we obtain \F a (cr n f -f)\ < e for all a > S. Keeping n fixed and taking the limit over a, we get IF{?nf) ~ F(f) | < e whenever n>N.
This shows that F € E' and E' is a closed subspace of (E*, (f3(E*, E)). m Proof. One part is evident from the very definition of E'. Conversely, suppose that F( n )f(~n) l)-summable for each / in E, i.e., lim n _ 00 F(cr n f) exists for each / in E. Define (5.9) G(f) = lim a n F(f) = lim F{a n f) n-* oo 7i->oo for each / 6 E. Since E is a barrelled space, G is continuous by [17, 9-3-7] and hence G 6 E* . Further, by taking / = e_fc in (5.9), it can be easily seen that G A (k) = F A (k) for all k in Z. Hence F = G e E*. Now it is clear from (5.9) that F 6 E'. m Kothe spaces or perfect sequence spaces are defined and studied in [7] . £1-perfect sequence spaces are studied in [3] . On the lines of these, we define (C, l)-perfect LCD-spaces as follows.
5.11.
DEFINITION. An LCD-space E is said to be (C, 1 )-perfect if E = E", where E" -(E')' and E' is endowed with the relative topology induced on it by (3(E*,E).
In the following theorem we obtain a sufficient condition for an LCDspace to be a (C, l)-perfect space. Proof. By 5.4, E' = E* and therefore E C (£', (3(E*,E))*. Hence, by the definition of E', it is clear that E C E".
For the reverse inclusion, let f 6 E". Then, lim f(a n F) = f(F) for all FeE' = E*.
n-too
That is, (5.10) lim F(a n f) = f(F) for all F € E*, n->oo which shows that {cr n f}^=i is a weak Cauchy sequence in E. Therefore, by the weak sequential completeness of E, there exists h in E such that (5.11) lim F(a n f) = F(h) for all F G E*.
n-t oo
Now, talcing F = e_fc in (5.10) and (5.11), we get
f(k) = h(k)
for all k in Z.
Hence f = h € E. m
